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What!

An Inbound marketing agency giving

advice on sales?

 

We do outbound, the ‘inbound’ way
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The new sales

landscape
 

 

���Changing buyer behaviours and building trust

virtually

���Getting in front of decision-makers

���A product or product demo alone isn’t enough

���Adjusting to uncertainty and change

���Productivity and prioritisation

���Moving to a consultative mindset

��� Incorporating social selling

���Selling to buyer groups, not just buyers
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Prospecting

A research-led nurturing process

 

Expanding the customer base•
Identifying opportunities to help•
Building awareness•
Forming relationships•
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Translating the data:

���Establish your professional brand

���Find the right people

���Engage with insights

���Build relationships

Linkedin Social Selling Index

Your personal status as a thought leader

 

Linkedin Social Selling Index

Your personal status as a thought leader
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Headshot profile photo.

Company branded cover photo.

Sharing company featured articles.

Adding certifications (especially HubSpot!)

Inviting connections to your company page.

Maintain a strong executive Linkedin presence.

1. Establish your professional brand
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Essential collateral:

 

Marketing industry brief.

Sales and marketing

playbook.

Your company win-cards.

Relevant case studies.

2. Find the right people
Align sales and marketing targeting efforts
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���Build accounts lists based on Ideal Client

Profile: Title by “Industry” “Location” “Size” 

���Use custom lists to add leads: Add job titles,

spotlights, relationships and more to start

filtering target personas.

 

���Saved searches: Create dynamic leads

and accounts lists which will update and

notify you of any changes. 

 

 

���Saved searches: Create dynamic leads

and accounts lists which will update and

notify you of any changes. 

 

✨ Linkedin Sales Navigator ✨
An advanced sales tool to build and nurture customer relationships
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💡
Build a list of previous customers and add contacts

when you’re notified that they’re leaving.

 

- SN will alert you about their new role and new

company!
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Create sequence

campaigns:

 

100 invites a week on Linkedin, be

selective

Visits•
Connection requests•
Messages•
Endorsements•

Octopus CRM 🐙
Bulk Linkedin engagement
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Skrapp - Email finder tool /

plug-in

Lusha - More accurate data

using Google’s APIs

LinkMatch - See the engagement

with your CRM

Nifty prospecting tools
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Match profiles within HubSpot

Setup Sales Navigator tasks in your HubSpot email sequence

Send personalised connect requests and emails using HubSpot’s ‘Snippets’ feature

 

HubSpot and Linkedin Sales Navigator
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How Articulate built a marketing engine

in HubSpot for OnPath Testing

www.articulatemarketing.com

 

 

Relevant case studies to boost credibility to

target industry/decision-maker.

• Accounts Based Sales collateral to showcase

personalisation and value to group buyers.

• Track engagement with Inmail SmartLinks

and use this to spark up conversations on

priorities.

•

3. Be equipped with conversation-inspiring content
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Give kudos! Like, comment, share•
Celebrate their company and individual wins,

more oomf than ‘Happy workversary’.

•

Identify changes, or lack of. Share the right

resources.

•

In conversation? Invite them to your

company page and send over a calendar

invite!

•

 

 

Give kudos! Like, comment, share•
Celebrate their company and individual wins,

more oomf than ‘Happy workversary’.

•

Identify changes, or lack of. Share the right

resources.

•

In conversation? Invite them to your

company page and send over a calendar

invite!

•

4. Building and strengthening relationships
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A voice note drop-in
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Vidyard - Plugin with Linkedin and HubSpot

Always use their webpage, make it personal, use their name. Keep it

shorter than 90 seconds. Keep it natural, follow a loose script. Refer to

previous contact/email - be less of a stranger.

Loom - Better for longer, explainer videos

Answering questions, case study walk-through, Mini-demos, Resources

Proposals, Account management.

 

Video outreach

There’s a face behind this research!
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10 sales team clichés you need to stop

doing, today

www.articulatemarketing.com

Any questions?

Or top sales clichés you’ve

experienced?

 

 

Lastly...


